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Abstract -An average model or the Capacltlve-
Loaded Push-Pull Parallel-Resonant DC-DC
Converter (CL-PPRC) was developed and applied to
study the static and dynamic behavior or the CL-
PPRC. The model Is compatible to SPICE and can
also be used to derive analytical expressions ror the
static and small signal dynamic responses. It \vas
round that the dynamics or a CL-PPRC, operating in
the Continuous (input) Iuductor Current Mode, is
similar to that or a Boost converter operating in
Discontinuous Mode.

and experimental results, it was then used to study the static
and dynamic response of the CL-PPRC.

II. THE CL-PPRC TOPOLOGY

The basic CL-PPRC [3] power stage of Fig. 1 is built
around a push-pull configuration (Ql, Q2) and a resonant
network (Lr, Cv. The power stage is driven by a symmetrical
square wave (fs) such that:

fs 5: fosc (1)INTRODUCTIONI.

where fosc is the self oscillating frequency of the system.

The signal generated by the power stage is coupled to the
secondary side via an isolating transformer (T2 in Fig. 1),
rectified and filtered by an RC network. This filter
arrangement makes the voltage transfer ratio of the CL-PPRC
dependent on the driving frequency (fs).

For a loaded CL-PPRC (Fig. 1) we distinguish four
phases (Fig. 2) : (I) the resonant rise (to -tl), (II) capacitor
charge (tl -t2), (III) resonant fall (t2 -t3) and (IV) inductor

charge (t3 -14).

Resonant converter are believed to offer a performance
advantage over hard switched PWM converters. One of the
difficulties in practical design of resonant converters is the
need to handle rather complex mathematical expressions that
describe the static and dynamic behavior of resonant mode
circuits. In particular, the small signal response, required for
the feedback loop design, are often difficult to derive and
comprehend [1].

Recent advances in electronic circuit simulation offer an
alternative approach to the classical circuit design procedures.
A Bode plot, generated by simulation, is equivalent from all
practical aspects to an analytical expression since anyone of
the two can be effectively used as the starting point of the
feedback design cycle. Of particular interest are therefore
equivalent circuit models that are SPICE compatible. Such
models can exploit the built in procedures of modern
simulator, freeing thereby the designer from tedious
mathematical manipulations. For example, all modern
simulators will automatically derive the small signal
equivalent circuit required to run AC analysis on both linear
and non linear models. Hence, once a large signal model is
built the problem of small signal analysis is taken care of
automatically. Furthermore, by mimicking the operation of
the simulator one can, in fact, derive the analytical
expressions of the transfer functions either manually or by a
symbolic mathematical software package such as
Mathematica [2].

The objective of this study was to develop a SPICE
compatible average model for the Capacitive-Loaded Push-
Pull Parallel-Resonant DC-DC Converter (CL-PPRC) [3,4].
Once developed and verified against cycle by cycle simulation Fig. I. Basic topology of CL-PPRC.
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BASIC ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
(5)

The analytical expressions for the wavefonns has been
derived previously [1]. Summarizing the results of the detailed
derivation:
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where vc(t) , iL(t) and ip(t) are the resonant voltage, resonant

current and output transfonner current, respectively, reflected
to the center tap, and:

(13)
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(16)
;-, I

The time intervals (Fig. 2) were found by equating the
boundary values of the explicit solutions (eq. 2-4) [1]:
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IV. THE PROPOSED A VERAGE MODEL

The proposed model for the CL-PPRC (Fig. 3) emulates
the basic average behavior by restoring the average voltage
across the input inductor and the average current seen by the
load. The dependent voltage source Ec (Fig. 3) represents the
average voltage seen at the center tap of the resonant network
(Fig. I) and the dependent current source Gs emulates the

Fig.2 Exp~ted wavefonns of the Capacitive Loaded
Push-pull Parallel Resonant Converter (CL-
PPRC). See Fig. 1 for notations.
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average current that flows from the secondary of the
transformer (T2) to the output RC filter (see Figs. 1-3 for

notations). Jvc(ll)(t)dt = JA2dt = A2Llt2 = ~ Cos(corLltl) (26)

4 4The dependent sources are defined as follows:

A2A2COS(rort)dt = ro;- (27)(21) tC(IlI)(t)d1 =

t2

1
t2

Substituting (25-27) into (24):
(22)

Ts/2f vc(t)dt = A 1 + A2 -( 2IinZr + ~
)O ror -n

ror

Where :

(28)

(23)

and back into (21):
The explicit solutions of the waveform equations (2-20)

can now be used to express the analytical relationship
between the dependent sources and the parameters of the
circuit. To this end we fIrst brake the integral of eq. (21) to
the time intervals of the four phases:

(29)

using :
¥2 tf tr tf
J vc(t)dt = J vc(1)(t)dt + J vc(II)(t)dt + J vc(lII)(t)dt (24)

O to tI t2

ror

fr=~

we get :

where :

( 2VO )Ec = fs 4Llin + -

O)rn
(30)

The expression for Gs is derived by substituting (4) and (23)
into (22):

Gs = fsl (32)

Defining :

2Zr 1 -fkKl = n = 2;'\, C;

1
K2=

(33)
FiS{. 3 The core of the proposed average model of the

CL-PPRC. Ec and Os are nonlinear dependent
sources. (34)n1t

using the expressions for A4, AS and the time interval Llt2

(8,12,18), after some rearrangement, we get:
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and substituting into (21,22) the definitions of the dependent
sources simplify to:

VI. DERIVING STATIC AND DYNAMIC
RESPONSES

Static response: The analytical expression for the DC transfer
ratio of the CL-PPRC can be derived directly from the average
model. In steady-state, the voltage across the input inductor
must be zero. Hence:

(35)

Ec = Vin (42)(36)

Substituting (29) into (42) we get:
v. SPICE SIMULA TIONS

(43)The proposed SPICE compatible model of CL-PPRC (Fig.
4) was built by adding to the core model of Fig. 3 some
auxiliary circuitry that emulates the relationships of equations
(35-36) (see HSPICE file in the Appendix).

Under no-loss condition:

Where :

(44)

(37)
Substituting into (43) and rearranging:

Hin = Iin

2 V2. 2
Iin ~=VX+VXVO-Vhin

Ex=~= Vo

(38)

(45)

(39)
where:

Yo
M=~

Ro

Q=~

Ec = Vsr(KlVhin + K2Vo) (40)

Os = Vsr(K2Vhin + KlVx) (41)
from which the DC transfer ratio of CL-PPRC can be derived
to be:The independent variable of this circuit is V sr which is

the primary driving force. All other voltages and currents are
functions of this variable and some constants of the circuit.
Notice that the circuit of fig. 4 is for open loop simulations.
For closed loop, the source V sr is replaced by a dependent
source and the specific circuitry used to close the loop.

-1 (46)

This expression is identical to the one derived earlier by
classical analrtical manipulations [3].

Dynamic response: To derive dynamic response expression
one has to fIrst define the small signal model. This is done by
replacing each of the sources in the average model (Fig. 3) by
its differential :

d{Ec} = fsr(KIlin+K2Vo) + Fsr(Kliin+K2vo) (47)

12
2lin. in
-y:-t in --v 2 o

o V

o

+ Fsrl (48)

Fig.4 SPICE compatible model of the CL-PPRC.
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(49)d{Vin} = vin

(66)where:

(67)
(50)

(51)
(52)
(53)

(68)

fsFsr = rr-

fsr=d{Fsr}

vo=d{Vo}
iin = d {Iin}

(69)

The small signal model implies:

yo = d{ Gs} Zcr

.Yin -d{Ec}I. -
10- ZL

VII. RESULTS
(54)

(55)

where :

ZL = sLiD (56)

1 Ro(l+sCoRc)
Zcr = (Rc + ~)IIRO = l+sCo(Rc+Ro) (57)

Rc is the ESR of the capacitor Co and s is the Laplace

operator.

Solving (43-44) one gets :

s
All + ~Yl -~\A-\ 1 + ~A roz2)

~(s) = 1 s ( L ) 2 fsr
1 + --+ ro

Qa roo o

The proposed SPICE compatible model was verified by
comparing the response of the model to other simulation
methods and to experimental results. The nominal values of
the experimental converter were Lr= 12~H, Cr= 1 OnF ,

n=26.25, fs=227KHz, Ro=18K.Q, Lin=75~H, Co=O.O331.LF.
The switches (IRF640) were driven by two Unitrode drivers
UC3705. The system was operated in open loop, applying a
home made voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) that was built
around a Schmidt trigger (74HCT14). Small signal
measurements were made by superimposing an AC signal on
a DC level at the input to the VCO. The simulations were
carried out on a V AX computer applying the file given in the
Appendix. Large signal (time domain) analysis was carried
out by running. TRAN analysis while small signal
simulation was obtained by .AC analysis on the same (large
signal ) model.

The static response was verified by comparing the results of
model based SPICE simulation to experimental results (Fig.
5). The large signal (time domain) response was verified by(58)

M (DC Transfer ratio )

140
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vin 1 + "(5; ro-; + roo
(59) 120

100
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VLinCo<Ro+RoRcau
Qa= FsrKl(I+Ro~)

roo{FsrK 1 Co(Ro+Rc)+Lin+Ro~(Lin+FsrK 1 RcCo) )
(65)

Fig.5 DC transfer ratio ( ~) as a function of

switching frequency fs for various values of
resonant inductor <Lr).
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comparing large signal model based simulation results to
those obtained by a straightforward cycle by cycle simulation
of the complete CL-PPRC (Fig. 6). The small signal
(frequency domain) response was validated by comparing the
results of model based SPICE AC analysis to experimental
results (Fig. 7). Excellent agreement was obtained in all
cases.

CL-PPRC output voltage (V 0) is almost linear with positive
slope related to the switching period (Ts). Therefore, a VCO,
in which the period time is linear related to the controlling
voltage, would be preferable. The CL-PPRC can be controlled
by changing the resonant inductance [6] while keeping the
switching frequency without change. This could be very
useful for some applications. The proposed average model
could be adapted for the new controlling method.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Mag [db]The present study outlines a methodology for deriving
SPICE compatible average models of resonant converters.
The SPICE compatible modelling effort is a worthwhile
investment since it can alleviate many of the tedious chores
involved in the manipulation of complex mathematical
expressions. It is further demonstrated that the average
modelling approach can also be conveniently used to derive
analytical expressions of the static and dynamic responses. It
should be emphasized that the model applies only to the case
when the CL-PPRC is operating under ZVS and the input
current is continuous. The AC analysis (Fig. 8) reveals that
the CL-PPRC has a damped double pole response with a
Right Half Plane (RHP) zero. Changing the load causes a
significant change in the DC gain as well as in the place of
the poles arid the RHP zero. The small signal output
impedance response (Fig. 9) shows a high value at low
frequencies and a one pole behavior. This weakness seems to
be a significant limitation of the CL-PPRC. However, the
AC analysis for the worst case helps to determine the suitable
compensation needed for closing the loop. The frequency
responses of the experimental converter suggests that a
bandwidth of about SKHz can be achieved by a lag-lead
compensator. The initial phase of the control-to-output
transfer function (Vo/fs) is 180 degrees (Fig. 8) due to a
negative slope of the DC transfer ratio (M) related to the
switching frequency. As has been shown previously [3], the
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IX. APPENDIX hyQn\3-v"tp"-i""edQoe-SimJIQtion
14~CT93 15:11:59

The HSPICE file of the average model for the CL-PPRC
is as follows:

-

6.9k :-

E 5.9k §-

.c :
£ 4.9k r

~ 3.9k ~

~ :
~ 2.9k -;:

1.9k ~

F , , , .,",1 , , ",,"1 I , , .""1

Fig.9 AC analysis of output impedance of the CL-

PPRC for Ro=18K.Q.
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